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PAT Meeting #35 08/17/2021

Attendance:
● 6 UB Backbone Staff (Kassa Belay, Aileen Gonzalez, Danielle Augustine

Ruth Horry, Briona Clark)
● 8 PAT Members
● 13 FAB members

Meeting Objectives:
● UB News and Updates
● EI Advocacy Update
● PAT advocacy opportunities

Takeaways
The August PAT meeting had to be redirected from an in person PAT reunion
marking the end of the COVID-19 pandemic, to a virtual discussion of future plans
and self care practices to forge on through the ongoing pandemic of novel
COVID-19 and its variants’ effects on school, work, and personal lives.

Icebreaker
What forms of advocacy have you participated in? Answers included...

● Protesting, testifying during hearings,  voter registration, phone banking and
signing petitions

● Participating in PTA committees, town halls, school and community boards
● Groups like UB FAB, Court Watch, NAACP, TLOD, NCNW
● Advocating for families in IFSP/IEP meetings
● Letter writing and sharing personal experiences with policy makers
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Personal experiences from the group
● Melodie Baker is currently advocating with a blog about how opportunities

are distributed. A report demonstrates that when Black and Latinx children
do not receive higher level instruction or college level courses in middle and
high school. Advanced classes are used as a filter in middle school education
that ripples through to higher education and has long term effects.

● Shante Spivy shared that she advocated for her dance student who was
struggling in school to have her placed into a better class and given a chance
to lift off, resulting in positive improvement. This demonstrates that we can
advocate for people outside of our immediate circle as community members.

● Maria created a BLM protest video with other FAB families. It was a
learning opportunity for adults and kids and a bonding opportunity for the
FAB.

● Bashirah shared a personal experience about a teacher who was frustrated
about the quality of students’ work at a community college she attended. She
advocated by explaining to the teacher that students come from disparate
backgrounds where they don’t have the training to perform the way he is
accustomed to. This is an example of advocacy in a less official sense where
one individual can speak truth to power to make change for the better.

News and Updates
● Catching up August

○ FAB
■ The FAB drafted, edited, and finalized the UB mission

statement during the August and September stakeholder
meetings

■ Gave feedback to WNET for Learning Community proposal
○ PAT

■ The in-person August meeting moved online. We had a
discussion about hot topics of the moment, priorities related to
safety amidst the new school year and how folks are feeling
about returning to work in-person

● On Your Toes!



○ Free dance program for Brownsville 18-month-olds and three year
olds- a UB grant recipient selected by the FAB.

○ We are still accepting families with a goal of 16 in each age group.
Please contact any families that may be interested to sign up.

○ The dance studio is searching for a new site as the location is still
being renovated with completion date unknown. If anyone is aware of
venue options, pass them along.

● Learning Landscapes
○ Additional workshops: We hosted a workshop with the Jeremiah

Program. Three staff members participated and will become Trusted
Messengers. We expect to distribute 20+ kits through the Jeremiah
Project

○ Provider focus groups: On August 25th, UB held a focus group with 5
providers who provided valuable feedback on Learning landscapes
about what worked and how we can improve kits and the distribution
process

○ Looking ahead
■ Review surveys and videos to synthesize data and feedback
■ Learning Landscapes 2.0 for grocery store signs post pandemic.

UB will host an interim meeting for FAB feedback and is
connected with Brownsville grocery stores to install new and
improved signs. Shown below.



■ Continue distribution efforts. UB is currently partnering with
local elementary schools and daycare centers to continue
distribution of kits. If you have any connections with schools
and daycares please connect us in order to get more kits
distributed to local families

● EI Ambassador
○ Aileen is currently supporting 46 families in the central Brooklyn area
○ The EI recreation room is open to the public on Wednesdays but is

also opened according to the need of providers, families, and children
○ She is working on ensuring that children are set up for success and in

appropriate learning environments
○ Aileen is progressively reducing her hours and will be transitioning

out of her role in January 2022
○ The new Early Intervention Ambassador will shadow Aileen and be

handed off her families and providers smoothly
○ Hiring Committee

■ Aileen and David screened applications and narrowed
applicants down to 10-15

■ The hiring subcommittee consist of 5 FAB members and the
backbone team

■ Phase 1: Application Review (using scorecards)



■ Phase 2: Initial Screening Calls (current phase)
■ Phase 3: Work Product (curren phase)
■ Phase 4: Second Interviews (entire FAB)
■ Phase 5: Feedback Loop

New UB Mission Statement
● Discussion held during the August FAB meetings with Madlibs, the Lift Off

driver diagram, and facilitated a visioning activity including questions,
concerns, and feedback on drafts

○ Children thriving v. negative narratives
○ Impact sought v. methods used
○ Concerns over length
○ Comparisons to other missions

● Backbone proposal
○ Standalone sentence
○ Accompanied by sentences that describe UB methods
○ Maintain as much specific language as possible and adhere to flavor

of FAB suggestions

Early Intervention advocacy with CCC
Alice Bufkin of the Citizens’ Committee for Children of New York presented to
the group regarding their work.

● About CCC
○ CCC is a multi-topic child advocacy organization. They have a

research database on issues affecting the community in addition to
civic engagement, and policy and advocacy.

● Statewide Barriers to EI Access
○ Statewide, the percentage of children receiving timely EI services fell

from 74 percent in 2015 to 66 percent in 2019



○ Payment rates for EI are lower than they were in the 1990s
■ pay rate was cut in 2010 resulting in providers struggling to

maintain their practices
○ Commercial insurers deny the vast majority of EI claims, resulting in

increased state budget and more EI budget cuts. and more need for
funding advocacy

● Kids Can’t Wait - CCC’s goals
○ Increase Early Intervention and Preschool Special Education

reimbursement rates by 10% to bring in more providers
○ Conduct a comprehensive assessment of racial and economic

disparities and find solutions with a more nuanced methodology of
determining EI rates

○ Require commercial insurers to pay their fair share, including through
passage of a Covered Lives Assessment

■ There is a bill going to vote which will bring funding into the
EI system

○ Ensure equitable access to telehealth services
○ State level advocacy is focused on broader improvements and is less

targeted because state does not give county-level data
○ Aileen adds that the state approves general borough contract

assignments, not preventing certain neighborhoods from being
underserved.

○ Providers need support and also need to be held accountable for using
preferential treatment to more “desirable” neighborhoods

● Citywide Data
○ EI data by borough shows us that the Bronx has the highest rate of not

receiving services on time
○ Data shows two drop off points, one from referral to evaluation and

one between eligibility and receipt of services. Broken down by race,
Black and Hispanic children are much more likely to fall out of the
system at this point compared to white and Asian children

○ Overwhelmingly, low income communities of color are being
under-evaluated and under serviced



● Directions for Future Advocacy
○ Int. 1406-A: Requires the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

to annually report on several indicators regarding its provision of early
intervention services, disaggregated by zip code, race/ethnicity,
dominant language, students in temporary housing, gender:

■ Number and source of referrals
■ Number of evaluations
■ On-time IFSP meetings, on-time receipt of services
■ Types of services

○ The DOH data report is delayed but will be coming out soon
● Other thoughts from discussion

○ Get elected leaders and the government to fund services which combat
the disparities, i.e. expanding the EI Ambassador program to be
city-wide

○ Ruth noted excluding certain families based on insurance coverage
and also provider biases can be addressed with things like travel
vouchers or compensation

○ Aileen suggests that service mandates can also create barriers and end
up disserving children

○ Alice and the CCC would like to have a listening session to pinpoint
issues in the EI system to gather experiences from families

○ Kassa asks if there are advocacy efforts the FAB can plug into.
■ The commercial insurers bill to get the governor to sign, hold

Hochel and Adams commitment to young children
■ Connect families you work with to CCC

Discussion: Let’s Talk

Given new City and State administration in 2022, what priorities do you think
should be on the NYC early childhood advocacy agenda?

Group answers were collected in Mentimeter.



Breakout Group Activity

The group then split into four breakout groups to discuss advocacy using prompts
below. Backbone members facilitated each group and noted responses.

● What are some obstacles you encounter in your day-to-day work or with
your child that contribute to inequitable services for young Black and Latino
children in Brownsville?

● For each obstacle, write a sentence describing the issue
● Look through your list of obstacles. Of those, which could potentially be

impacted by city or state gov’t through legislation, funding, policy etc.?
● What other issues do you see that would be more appropriate for “internal

advocacy” within your own program or organization?
● Add a description of what your advocacy role could be to the sentence you

started

Responses among groups included common topics including…

Obstacles

● To few EI providers
● Lack of awareness about EI among parents
● Lack of cultural competency and parent/guardian comfortability
● Biases and racism among providers
● Ease of accessing services/lack of a central services and resource hub
● Lack of streamlined referral system



● Lack of access to  child healthcare providers
● Lack of healthy fresh food in the area
● Trouble accessing childcare vouchers and bussing services
● Restrictions accessing schools due to covid

Issues for Advocacy

● Organizational hiring
● Providing data and information to the community and providers
● Gathering data through anecdotes and revisiting “secret shopper” idea
● Encouraging local youth to become local providers with advocacy
● Support Black and Latinx providers with increased pay in underserved

neighborhoods
● Encouraging the state to fund grants and scholarships for future providers

and to invest in funding programs that are already working instead of
starting new programs

● Encourage the sharing of stories i.e writing letters and making calls

Next Steps

● Follow up directly with Alice Bufkin for CCC advocacy opportunities
○ abufkin@cccnewyork.org

● Follow up with UB Team with questions related to
○ EI Ambassador candidate search
○ Mini and Me dance class
○ Book donations
○ Advocacy agenda item
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Reality Check


